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Hannan ‘consistency’ marks
mathematical statistics legacy

J

ames Hannan studied research papers the way a
powerful
f l microscope
i
uncovers the
h ddepth
h off what
h
can escape our eyes.
“Often I start on a paper and look up a reference.
I ﬁnd the reference interesting and follow up on
a reference to the reference. Thus, I may stray
far away from where I started,” he said in a 2008
interview in Statistical Science (2010), a publication
of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.
Known for a collaborative spirit, enviable
contributions and a wholehearted dedication to
his profession, the impact of James Hannan’s high
standards in research was multiplied by the students
and colleagues who regularly sought his counsel.
His wife, Bettie Creighton Hannan, chose to
honor her husband’s legacy with a gift establishing
an endowment to support visiting scholars in
theoretical statistics and probability. Jim passed
away on January 26, 2010 at the age of 87. He
retired from the College of Natural Science in 2002,
following nearly 50 years of service.
Jim served in World War II as a meteorologist
forecasting weather at army airbases in India and
China. In transit to these locations, Jim played
poker games with little interruption. Curiously,
his later research discoveries included strategies
for repeated play of a game and that those
strategies apply to selecting a best forecaster. He
ﬁrst published his fundamental research in game

theory in 1957, but its consequence was not fully
appreciated
1990s when
i d until
il the
h 1990
h online
li llearning
i
communities in computer science rediscovered his
work and coined the term Hannan consistency.
His friend, colleague and former student Dennis
Gilliland recalls another Hannan consistency, that of
his generosity in helping others. “Rarely a day found
Jim away from his ofﬁce where he interacted with
many colleagues,” he said, noting that Jim directed
or co-directed the doctoral research of twenty
students, many of whom now enjoy academic careers.
Jim joined the mathematics faculty in 1953
and played a central role in the
development of the Department of
Statistics (now the Department of
Statistics and Probability). The James
Hannan Endowment for Visiting
Scholars in Theoretical Statistics
and Probability is a ﬁtting tribute to
Jim’s inﬂuence as the visiting scholars
will collaborate with other faculty,
enhance the research atmosphere and
contribute to graduate education in
the department.
Bettie met Jim at the University of North
Carolina where she graduated with a master’s degree
in art history and he completed his doctorate. With
an extensive background in classical languages, she
studied French and Russian at MSU and translated

Bettie and Jim on their
wedding day, 1951.

Bettie and Jim at a 1998
celebration. The cake reads
“Jim, Thank you for all you
have done. –Your Friends.”

scholarly articles in statistics, probability and
mathematics in support of her husband’s research.
For more information on giving to the College
of Natural Sciences contact Assistant Director of
Development Kate Powers at (517) 353-5962; or via
e-mail at powers@msu.edu.

technology improvements
and challenge grants during
pledge drives. The estimated
future gift will be over
by Jeanie Croope
$200,000 once the gift is
realized, and is expected to
avid Brown (’76, ’83, Communication Arts and Sciences)
grow over time.
remembers an evening in the 1980s when he stood before live
“It is my hope this will
television cameras in WKAR’s studio and, with great aplomb,
offer the station ﬂexibility
auctioned off a vasectomy donated by a local urologist to the public television for its community
station’s fundraising auction.
outreach efforts,” he said.
It was, he recalls, an “awkward but humorous moment,” and one of the
The transition to a digital
joys of doing live television when anything can happen.
media environment has allowed WKAR
For more than 20 years, Brown, assistant director for Alumni
to signiﬁcantly expand its commitment
Engagement for the MSU Alumni Association, has brought his rich,
to outreach and community engagement.
melodious voice to WKAR as a volunteer. He is often heard during radio
Susi Elkins, WKAR’s Content and
and television membership campaigns, asking viewers and listeners to make a Community Engagement manager said,
ﬁnancial commitment to the television or radio station.
“It’s imperative that our content reﬂect the
Dave not only “talks the talk,” but walks the walk as well. He recently
needs and interests of our community.
made WKAR a beneﬁciary of part of his personal estate plan. The
Gifts like Dave Brown’s help us dedicate
endowment will be used to support WKAR at the discretion of the director
signiﬁcant resources to directly interacting
of Broadcasting Services with preference given to community outreach,
with the communities we serve.”

Brown walks the walk
with estate plan for WKAR

D

David Brown has been an
on-air voice of encouragement for
WKAR membership campaigns for
more than 20 years.
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